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　　Abstract　　The mixing of samples in heterogeneous microchannels wi th a periodically stepw ise surface potential w as analyzed nu-

merically using the control volume method.The equations describing the w all poten tial and external potential w ere solved f irst t o get the

dist ribu tion of wall potent ial and external potential , respectively , then the momentum equation w as solved to get the developed flow field.

Finally , the mass t ransport equation w as solved to get the concent ration f ield.T he simulat ion results show that the dist ribu tion of sam ples

at the inlet of the microchannel determines it s theoretical value of concent ration , therefore , the pattern of the distribution of samples at the

inlet and it s corresponding veloci ty can be changed to get the desirable concen trat ion of solute.The heterogeneous w all potential almost has

no effect on the mixing of samples in tw o-inlet microf luidic devices.For three-inlet microfluidic devices , the com prehensive ability of t rans-
portation and mixing has an optimization when the rat io of periodic length of wall potential to the height of the microchannel is about 4.88.

The above conclusions are helpful to the opt imization of the design of microfluidic devices.

　　Keywords:　microchannel , mixing efficiency , electroosmosis , numerical simulation.

　　With the development of micro-system technolo-
gy , the elect roosmosis is commonly used as one of the
driving fo rces fo r fluid t ranspo rt and mixing simulta-
neously in microchannels , but the Reynolds number

of elect roosmotic flow in microfluidic devices is usual-
ly very small , and usually , it is very dif ficult to

achieve sufficient mixing in the elect roosmotic mi-
crochannel flow.Obtaining complete mixing in either

pressure or electricity driven microfluidic devices re-
quires both a long mixing channel and an ex tended re-
tention time to attain a homogeneous solut ion.How-
ever , the above tw o means w ill low er the ef ficiency of
integrat ion of microf luidic chip and fluid t ranspo rt.
Consequently , it is necessary to find an optimized

means to speed up f luid t ransport and mixing simulta-
neously in microfluidic devices.

In general , the devices for the enhancement of

mixing in microchannels are classified into tw o cate-
go ries:passive and active.Some complex channel ge-
ometries are used in passive mixers to increase the in-
terfacial area betw een the mixing liquids.Many in-
vestigations[ 1—4] have been made in passive mixers ,
and their methods can achieve complete mixing w ith-
in a short channel leng th.However , i t is dif ficult to
fabricate complicated geometries for practical applica-

tion.

It has been known that the characteristics of

elect roosmotic f low (EOF)depend on the nature of

the surface potential[ 5] , i.e.whether the potential is

uniform or nonuniform .An active mixer can be made

based on the above characteristics of EOF.Ajdari[ 6 ,7]

studied elect roosmosis w ith nonuniform surface poten-
tial and found circulation regions generated by the ap-
plication of oppositely charged surface heterogeneit ies

to the microchannel w all.Fu et al.[ 8] showed that a

step change in zeta po tential causes a signif icant varia-
tion in the velocity prof ile and in the pressure distri-
bution.These phenomena were also observed experi-
mentally by Stroock et al.[ 9] .Erickson and Li[ 10]

studied these ci rculation regions and exploited them as

a method of enhancing mixing in T-shaped mixers.
An ex ternal unsteady pressure perturbat ion[ 11] and a

sinusoidally alternating elect ric field[ 12] were used to

sti r the f low st ream.Lin et al.[ 13] exploited the in-
stability of elect rokinetic microchannel flows w ith

conductivi ty g radients to enhance fluid mixing.
Yoshiko et al.[ 14] revealed through the experiment

that the interfacial area between the mixing liquids

has a g reat ef fect on the mixing of two adjacent lami-
nar f luids.Therefore , some people suggested that a



g reat number of inlet connections be made to achieve

a bet ter mix ing.From a practical point of view this is

not feasible however.If one w ishes to have only two

inlet connections on the actual microchannel it w ould

require qui te complex 3D geometries to generate more

than 3 channels.

Tian et al.[ 15] used the lattice Boltzmann model

to simulate the flow field in the rectangular mi-
crochannel w ith heterogeneous (step change)surface

potential.They illustrated that there is a t radeof f be-
tween the mixing and liquid t ranspo rt in EOF mi-
crof luidics wi th heterogeneous surfaces.This conclu-
sion is const ruct ive to improve the comprehensive ef fi-
ciency of fluid mixing and transport.However , the
effects of inlet and outlet of the microchannel are not

involved because the periodic boundary condi tion in

the computation is used.The aim of the present

w ork , therefore , is to use the control volume method
to simulate numerically the mixing of samples in the

heterogeneous microchannels w ith a periodically step-
w ise surface potential under considerat ion of the ef-
fects of inlet and out let.

1　Numerical simulation

Fig.1.　S chematic of flow f ield.

1.1　Basic equations

The straight rectangular microchannel with

w idth W , height H and leng th L is show n in Fig.1.
The height-to-w idth ratio in the channel is much less

than unit , i.e., H/W  1 , allow ing us to assume a

tw o-dimensional f low and neglect any inf luence of the

side w alls on the polarization of the elect roly te and the

flow f ield.Assuming the f low is incompressible ,
steady and driven by elect roosmosis , the continuity

and momentum equations are:
· V =0 , (1)

ρ(V· )V =- p +μ 2
V+ρeE , (2)

where V is the veloci ty vector wi th components of

u =u(x , y)and v =v(x , y)for the two-dimen-
sional f low , p is the pressure , ρand μdenote the

density and the viscosity of the solution , respectively ,
ρe is the net charge density , E is the elect ric field

st reng th and given by

E = Χ, (3)
where Χis the elect ric potential.The electric double
layer (EDL)theo ry relates the elect ric potential and

the dist ribution of counterions and co-ions by

 
2
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2
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2 =-

ρe
εε0
, (4)

where εis the dielectric constant of the elect rolyte so-
lution and ε0 is the permit tivity of v acuum.

In general , the ion concentration is affected by

both the dist ribution of the externally applied poten-
tial ,  , and the dist ribution of the potential , ψ, as-
sociated with the EDL (with surface potential , ζ).
The total elect ric po tential , Χ, includes  and ψ.
However , the EDL potential distribut ion ψis gener-
ally only a small f raction of Χ.Since the Debye

length , λD , is typically very small compared to the

microchannel height , the ion dist ribution is inf lu-
enced primarily by the ζpo tential.Therefo re , it is
reasonable to assume that the electric potential Χ is

given by the linear superposition of the EDL potent ial

and the ex ternally applied potential , i.e., Χ=ψ+
 , and then Eq.(4)can be represented as
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where[ 15]

ρe =-2 n∞zesinh(zeψ/ k B T), (7)

here n∞ is the ionic number concentration in the bulk

solution , z is the valence of ions , e is the fundamen-
tal elect ric charge , T is the absolute temperature of

the solution and k B is Boltzmann constant.Substitut-
ing Eqs.(3)and(7)into Eq.(2)results in:

ρ(V· )V =- p +μ 2
V

　　+2n ∞ze sinh(zeψ/k B T) (ψ+ ).

(8)

Sample t ranspo rt in elect roosmotic f low s is a re-
sult of tw o primary mechanisms:convection and dif-
fusion.Since steady state is assumed here , the gener-
al equation of sample transport is given as

(V· )C =D( 2
C), (9)
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where C and D are the sample concentration and dif-
fusivi ty , respectively.

Define the channel height , H , as the character-
istic leng th , the concentration of sample Cm at inlet

as the characteristic concentration , and the average

veloci ty U as the characteristic velocity. The

Reynolds number and Schmidt number are defined as

Re =UHρ/ μand Sc =μ/Dρ, respectively.Then
following non-dimensional parameters are introduced:

V
＊
= V/U , 　u

＊
=u/U , 　v

＊
= v/U ,

ψ
＊
= zeψ/ k B T , 　 

＊
= ze / k B T ,

x
＊ = x/H , 　y

＊ = y/H ,
p
＊ =(p -p atm)/ρU

2 , 　C
＊ =C/Cm ,

where ζis the surface potent ial on the wall , and patm

is the atmospheric pressure.

Eqs.(5), (6), (8)and (9)can be further ex-
pressed in the dimensionless fo rms (with “ ＊” omit-
ted)
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· V =0 , (12)

(V· )V =- p +
2
V

Re

+Gxsinh(ψ)(ψ+ ), (13)

(V· )C =
2
C

Sc · Re
, (14)

where k=
2n ∞z

2
e
2

εε0 kB T

1/ 2

, and k
-1

is def ined as the

Debye length , λD;Gx=2n ∞k B T/ρU
2
.

1.2　Boundary condit ions

The follow ing boundary conditions are applied in

the computation.

Inlet (x =0):
 ψ
 x
=0 , 　 = in , 　

 u
 x
=0 ,

 v
 x
=0 , 　p =0 , 　C =C(y).

Outlet(x =L/H):
 ψ
 x
=0 , 　 = out , 　

 u
 x
=0 ,

 v
 x
=0 , 　p =0 , 　

 C
 x
=0.

On the w alls in x-direction(y =0 or y =1):

ψ=ζ(x), 　
  
 y =0 , 　u =0 , 　v =0 ,

 p
 y
=

1
Re
 
2
v

 y
2 +Gx sinh(ψ)

 ψ
 y
, 　
 C
 y
=0.

On the w alls in y-direction(y=0 o r y =1):

ψ=ζ(x), 　
  
 x
=0 , 　u =0 , 　v =0 ,

 p
 x
=

1
Re
 
2
v

 x
2 +Gx sinh(ψ)

 ψ
 x
, 　
 C
 x
=0.

1.3　Numerical method

The above governing equations w ere solved by

the control volume method.In addition , the central

difference was used to discret ize the partial derivat ives

about surface potential , externally applied potent ial

and sample concentration;while the part ial deriva-
tives of velocity were discret ized by the well know n

QU ICK method.As a result , a second-o rder accuracy
of the whole numerical simulat ion can be achieved.

Eqs.(10)and (11)were solved f irstly to get

the dist ribution of surface potential and ex ternally ap-
plied potential in the microchannel , then Eq.(12)
and Eq.(13)were solved to get a fully developed

f low field.Finally , Eq.(14)was solved using im-
plicit approach to study the sample t ranspo rt.The
method and code used in the present study have been

validated.

2　Results and discussion

Numerical simulation of the mixing of some type

of samples in the microchannel was carried out.The
present simulation assumes the microchannel to be

made of silica glass.The height and leng th of the

channel are H =100μm and L =10 mm , respective-
ly .Furthermore , it is assumed that water is used as

the w orking fluid and its phy sical properties are given

by ε=80 , ε0=8.85×10
-12

C/V·m , μ=1.003×

10
-3

kg/(m·s), ρ=998.2 kg/m
3
.The diffusion co-

ef ficient for sample mixing is D =1.0×10
-11

m
2
/ s.

The characterist ic velocity is assumed to be U =1 m/
s.All the numerical solutions have been carefully

studied so that g rid-independent solutions are ob-
tained.

In the present study , a stepwise surface potent ial
fo r heterogeneous microchannel system is show n in

Fig.2.The microchannel has an external potential of

 in=0 V and  out=200 V.The patterned surface is

heterogeneous w ith symmetrically dist ributed patches

fo r the lower and upper channel w alls.ψn and ψp are
defined as the surface po tentials fo r the negatively and
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posit ively charged patches , respectively.

Fig.2.　S chematic of the pat terned surfaces wi th symmet ric step-

w ise variat ion of su rface potential.

The average surface potent ial ψavg of the w hole

channel must be posi tive and can be calculated from

ψavg =
ψpL p +ψnL n

L p +L n
, (14)

where L p and L n are the lengths of the posi tively and

negatively charged patches , respectively.In the sim-
ulation , we set ψn =-0.01 V , ψp =0.05 V , and
L p/ L n=1.In o rder to avoid reverse flow at the inlet

and outlet of the microchannel , the patches at inlet

and outlet should be positively charged.

Some dimensionless parameters are def ined as

follow s for convenience.

(i)Dimensionless f requency f =L/(2 L p)

This parameter describes the periodic distribu-
tion of the heterogeneous surface potential.

(ii)Dimensionless theoret ical concentration Cideal

=H 1×V avg1/(H1×Vavg1+H 0×V avg0)

This parameter describes the dimensionless value

of concentration at the out let of the microchannel

w hen complete mixing is achieved wi thout loss.H1

and V avg1 are the corresponding dimensionless length

and dimensionless velocity of the sample at inlet.H0

and V avg0 in the expression above are about wo rking

fluid , and they are defined in the same way.

(iii)Dimensionless flux Q =∫H
u(y)dy

This parameter is defined to describe sample

transport.

(iv)The ef ficiency of mixing

εmix =∫H
|C -C ideal|dH /(H ×Cideal)

This parameter is defined to describe the mixing

deg ree of samples at the out let of the microchannel.
The smaller the value of parameter , the bet ter the

mixing of samples.

The present simulation is carried out for the fol-
low ing tw o cases

(i)The relat ionship betw een f and εmix , Cideal

and Q was studied when the dimensionless frequency

f changed from 5.5 to 80.5 w ith 5 as the interval.

(ii)The mixing of samples in two and three inlet

microchannels was studied.For the tw o-inlet mi-
crochannel , the corresponding boundary condition at

the inlet for sample mixing is show n below

y ≥0.5 , 　C =1.0;　elsew here , 　C =0.0.
For three-inlet microchannel

0.75 ≥y ≥0.25 , 　C =1.0;
elsewhere , 　C =0.0.

Referring to Fig.3 , i t can be seen that the elec-
t roosmosis f low changes periodically w ith the same

pat tern as stepwise heterogeneous surface potential.
Adjacent to the negatively charged surface , there ex-
ists a vortex which has almost the same leng th as the

negatively charged patches.These expanded circula-
tion regions force the bulk to flow through a narrower

channel cross section , resulting in a shorter local dif-
fusion leng th that enhances mixing .

Fig.3.　Schemat ic of an elect roosmot ic f low in(a)part of the mi-

crochannel and(b)an elliptic zone near the negatively charged het-

erogeneous surface in(a).

It can be seen from Fig.4 that the dimensionless

f lux Q decreases and this t rend becomes moderate

w ith the increase of dimensionless f requency f ,
which means the capability of sample transport in the

microchannel decreases but changes li ttle at higher f.
The capability of sample t ransport reaches a quasi-
steady state when f =80.

According to Smoluchowski equation
[ 16]
, the

elect roosmotic velocity adjacent to the surface of the
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Fig.4.　The relat ionship between Q and f .

microchannel has a constant value for constant ψn.
With the decrease of Q , the intensity of the vortex

near the negatively charged surface w ill become

stronger , which w ill enhance sample mixing greatly.
However , excellent mixing means a poor t ransport of

sample in microchannels , and there is a t radeof f be-
tween the sample mixing and transpo rt in microfluidic

devices.One should not simply focus on mixing and

neg lect liquid t ransport , and the t radeof f betw een

them will be studied below .

Referring to F ig .5(d), it can be seen that the

stirring effect of the vo rtex is confined to the interio r

of samples and w orking fluid lonely , so that the sam-
ple mixing in the tw o-inlet microchannel is not very

w ell.Later discussion w ill lay emphasis on the sample

mixing in the three-inlet microchannel.

Referring to Fig.5(a—c), the sample in the

microchannel concentrates and st retches periodically

as the stepw ise surface potential.There exists circula-
tion region adjacent to the negatively charged surface ,
and this circulat ion w ill force sample to a narrow er

channel cross section , while the positively charged

surface has no compression to the sample , and the

phenomena described above periodically happen in the

microchannel , so that the periodical concentration and
stretch of sample occur in the microchannel.It can
also be seen that smaller f corresponds to much larger

space of concentration.Acco rding to the definition of

f , when f is much smaller , the leng ths of the posi-
tively and negatively charged patches will be much

longer , which means that the sample has larger space

to concentrate on , but the area of interface betw een

sample and working f luid w ill be smaller than that at

higher f , which is one reason for low er sample mix-
ing at higher f .When f is very low (f =5.5), it is
very hard to achieve a complete mixing at the outlet ,

but i t is easy for higher f to do so , which means that

there is a low er limit for complete sample mixing.
The reason for that is Q decreases g reatly w ith the

increase of f , but retention time and the intensity of

the vortex increase in this condition.

Fig.5.　 Sam ple mixing in three inlet connections actual mi-

crochannel w hen(a) f =5.5;(b) f =25.5;(c) f =80.5 and

two inlet connect ions actual microchannel w hen (d) f =80.5.

Sample mixing under other f has also been numerical simulated , but

they are not show n here for succinctness.

Referring to Fig.6 , it can be seen that better

sample mixing can be achieved at higher dimension-
less frequency f , but the concentrat ion at the outlet is

no t uniform fo r dif ferent f , and Cavg C avg =

∫H
CdH H is reduced w ith the increase of f.

This phenomenon results from the difference of veloc-
ity between sample and w orking fluid.

Fig.6.　The dist ribut ion of C under dif ferent f at an out let.

It can be seen from Fig.7 that C ideal decreases

w ith the increase of dimensionless frequency f , while
a constant Cideal(C ideal=0.5)can be achieved in the

two-inlet microchannel.In fact , different Cideal in the

three-inlet microchannel is induced by the dif ference

of velocity between sample and w orking fluid.In the

three-inlet microchannel , there is a difference of ve-
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locity at the inlet between sample and working fluid ,
and this difference w ill reduce w ith f increasing.
However , in the tw o-inlet microchannel , the sample

and wo rking fluid have almost the same veloci ty at

the inlet.

Fig.7.　The relation betw een Cideal and f.

In general , one important conclusion can be

draw n from above analysis:bo th the pat tern of the

distribution of sample at inlet and its corresponding

veloci ty can be changed to get the desirable concentra-
tion of solute.

Fig.8.　T he relat ionship betw eenεmix and f .

Referring to Fig.8 , it can be no ticed that the

parameter of εmix decreases w ith the increase of di-
mensionless f requency f , which means that it is be-
comes more dif ficult for a microf luidic devices to ap-
proach its co rresponding theo retical concentration at

higher f , though completed sample mixing has been

achieved at the out let.The reason for the phe-
nomenon is that the intensi ty of vortex increases with

the dimensionless frequency f increasing , while larg-
er number of sample w ill be confined in the vortex ,
which induces the loss of sample at the outlet.When

f approaches 100 , i.e., the sum of L p and L n equals

the height of the microchannel , the eff iciency of sam-
ple mixing reaches a quasi-steady state (εmix =
0.094).

In order to get optimized mixing devices , com-
prehensive capability of sample mixing and transport

should be considered according to the analy sis as fol-
low s:

(i)The capability of sample mix ing:referring to

the analysis on Figs.5 , 6 and 8 , it can be noticed

that complete sample mixing can be easily achieved at

higher dimensionless f requency f , but it becomes

more difficult for higher f to reach i ts corresponding

theo retical concentration of Cideal at the out let , there-
fore, there is a upper limit for f that can achieve

complete sample mixing.

(ii)The capability of sample t ransport:referring
to the analysis on Fig .4 , it can be concluded that

low er f co rresponds to higher capability of sample

t ranspo rt.

In general , there must be an optimization fo r the
comprehensive capabili ty of sample mixing and trans-
port in the microchannel , and this optimization has an

upper limit.After comparing many kinds of cases of

mixing under dif ferent f , the optimization of f was

thought to be about 20.5 , which means that the peri-
odic leng th of surface potential has a ratio of about

4.88 to the height of the microchannel acco rding to

the expression 2L p=100H/20.5.

3　Conclusions

Sample mixing in the two-dimensional mi-
crochannels w ith a periodically stepw ise surface po-
tential w as analyzed numerically using the control vol-
ume method.The results show that the distribut ion

of sample at the inlet of the microchannel determines

its theoretical value of concentration , and then the

pat tern of the dist ribution of sample at the inlet and

its corresponding velocity can be changed to get the

desi rable concentration of solute.The stepwise sur-
face potential almost has no effect on the mixing in

the tw o-inlet connections microchannel.To the three-
inlet connections microchannel , the comprehensive

capability of sample transport and mixing has an opt i-
mization w hen the periodic length of surface potent ial

has a ratio of about 4.88 to the height of the mi-
crochannel.
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